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ARTICLE I: RECOGNITION
Pursuant to and in accordance with all applicable provisions of the New York State Public" ." "
.Employees'Fair Employment Act, the Board of Education of the East Syracuse-Minoa Central
School District recognizes the Local 200B Service Employees International Union of Non-
Instructional Personnel which is comprised of the units known as Bus Drivers and Transportation
Aides* and Food Service (both exclusive of substitutes) as the exclusive representative for the
purpose 'of collective negotiations in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours and conditions of
employment for represented non- instructional employees with the exception of those who
evaluate employees and report same to the District Office.
All terms and conditions of employment not covered by this Agreement shall continue to be
subject to the Board of Education's decision and control, and shall not be the subject
of negotiations until the commencement of the negotiations for a successor Agreement.
ARTICLE 2: UNION SECURITY
Dues Deductions
The District will deduct from the employee's pay, dues as designated by the Union for
membership in the Union on the basis of individually signed voluntary deduction authorization
cards in the form agreed to by the district and the union.
Authorization of Dues
Authorization and deductions of dues from employee's pay shall remain in effect until the
expiration of this Agreement.
Agency Fee
Employees who have completed their probationary period shall as a condition of employment
become members of the Union or pay an agency fee equivalent to the uniform monthly dues and
fees required of Union members.
ARTICLE 3: MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
A. ThIs Agreement shall remain in full force and effect for the period July 1, 2001 through
June 30, 2004 except as hereinafter provided.
B. In the event that any article, section or portion of this Agreement is found to be invalid by
a decision of a tribunal of competent jurisdiction, then such specific article, section or
portion specified in such decisions or having such effect shall be of no force and effect,
but the remainder of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. Upon the
issuance of such a decision, either party shall have the right immediately to reopen
negotiations with respect to a substitute for such article, section or portion of this
Agreement involved.
*Aides are not covered by any section of this contract except J.D. of Driver Unit
Contract.
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ARTICLE 4: NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE
Definitions
6.
7.
As used in these procedures:
1. The term "Board of Education" means the total elected Board of Education
membership of the East Syracuse-Minoa Central School District.
2. The term "East Syracuse-Minoa Union of Non-lnstructional.Personnel" shall be
used to refer to the Organization which represents bus drivers, transportation aides
and food service personnel except for those who evaluate employees and report
same to the District Office.
3. The term "Unit of Non-Instructional Personnel" shall be u~ed when referring to
the following groups of employees:
a. Bus Drivers and Transportation Aides
b. Food Service
4. The term "Union" shall be used in reference to the representatives who act on
behalf of the Units in respect to terms and conditions of employment which are of
mutual concern to all driving and food service personnel.
5. The term "Board" means the negotiating committee of the Board of Education of
the East Syracuse-Minoa Central School District.
The term "Union Representative" shall be used whenever referring to the two
representatives elected by a Unit of Non-Instructional Personnel to the Council.
The term "Terms and Conditions of Employment" means conditions of service,
employees' welfare and remuneration.
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ARTICLE 4: NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE (cont'd)
B. General' Procedures
4.
5.
6.
7.
c.
1. Meetings, for the purpose of negotiations, between the Board and Union will be
held upon written request of either the Board or Union.in reasonable time prior to
the expiration of a current Agreement.
2. Facts, opinions, proposals, and counter-proposals should be exchanged freely at
these meetings in an effort to reconcile differences and to reach mutual
understanding and agreement. The Board and/or the Union r~serves the right to
caucus away from the main meeting place at any time.
3. Professional or lay consultants may be called in to assist in the consideration of
matters under discussion and to make suggestions. The party which invites a
consultant will advise the chief negotiator of the other party of this invitation at
least two (2) days prior to the scheduled meeting.
The Union will negotiate all terms and conditions of employment except
classifications, job descriptions, hours of employment, and/or such terms and
conditions of employment as are pertinent to one Unit and only that Unit of Non-
Instructional Personnel.
The Union Representative and Alternates of each unit will negotiate
classifications, hours of employment. and/or such terms and conditions of
employment as are pertinent to one Unit and only that Unit of Non'-Instructional
Personnel.
It is not the intent of these procedures to interfere with the prevailing patterns of
communication between the Administration and the Non-Instructional Personnel.
All Board of Education policies incorporated in the negotiated Agreement shall
remain in effect. Policies, and all phases contained therein, that are negotiated and
mutually agreed upon shall supersede any prior established policy.
For informational purposes. any non-instructional personnel policy instituted by the
Board of Education and/or the Administration shall be provided to the union of Non-
Instructional Personnel.
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ARTICLE 5: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Declaration of Purpose
Whereas. the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious relationship between the Board of
Education and the staff of non-instructional employees is essential to the operation of the schqol;
it is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest possible admlnistrative level, equitable
solutions to alleged grievances of the non-instructional employees through procedures under
which they may present grievances free from coercion. interference. restraint. discrimination. or
reprisal, and by which the Board of Education and non- instructional employees are afforded
adequate opportunity to dispose of their differences by procedures available within the school
system.
It is further understood and agreed that this grievance procedure does not apply to, and is not
intended as, a substitute or an alternative for any action permitted by or required of the Board of
Education or the Union under any article of the State Civil Service Law or Rules and the Taylor
Law.
B. Definitions
1. Grievance shall be defined as a dispute or controversy involving the interpretation and/or
application of the expressed terms of this Agreement.
2. Board of Education shall be defined as the total elected Board of Education of the East
Syracuse-Minoa Central School District.
3. Units shall refer to the individual employee groups that are represented by the Union of
Non-Instructional Personnel of the East ~yracuse-Minoa Central School District.
4. Party of Interest shall mean any party named in the grievance except of the Aggrieved
'party.
5. Grievance Committee shall mean the committee of the Union that has the right and
power to act on behalf of the Units and individual non-instructional employees in the
matter of grievances.
c. Procedure
1. In the event that a number of grievances arise which contain common questions of fact,
they may be consolidated into one grievance, upon agreement by the Superintendent or
his designated representati ve and the Union. and processed as one grievance, except
where such consolidation may prejudice the rights of any party.
2. If a grievance affects a group of employees and/or appears to be district-wide. it may be
submitted by the Union directly to Stage 2.
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ARTICLE 5: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE (cont'd)
C. Procedure (cont'd)
3. Insofar as practicable, the preparation and processing of grievances shall not interrupt
the normal operation of the work day. There shall be no extra. pay for time spent in -
preparation and processing of a grievance during non-work hours. A reasonable
amount of time during working hours may be allocated, when necessary, upon mutual
agreement between the Superintendent or his designated representati ve and the Union.
4. Forms for filing grievances will be available in the Superintendent's office. Any
revision of said forms will be jointly developed by the Superintendent or his designated
representative and the Union.
D. Time Limits
1. Since it is important to good relationships that grievances be processed as rapidly as
possible, every effort will be made by all parties to expedite the process. The time
limits specified for either party may be extended only by mutual agreement.
2. A written grievance will be deemed waived unless it is filed within twenty (20) work
days after the employee knew, or should have known, of the act or condition on which
the grievance is based.
3. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure within the
time limit specified, the grievance will be deemed to be settled or discontinued; and
further appeal under this agreement shall be barred.
4. The failure to communicate a decision within the specified time limit shall permit the
lodging of an appeal at the next stage of the procedure within the time which would
have been allotted had the decision been communicated by the final day.
E. Informal Procedure
1. . The employee having a grievance shall discuss it with his department supervisor,
either duectly or through hislher representative, with the objective of resolving the
matter informally.
2. Any decision derived from informal procedures shall not be inconsistent with the
terms of the negotiated agreement, and shall not create a precedent or ruling binding
upon either of the parties or their agreement in future proceedings.
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ARTICLE 5: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE (cont'd)
F. Formal Procedure
Stage 1: Business Manager or his designated representative
a. If a satisfactory decision is not reached in the Infonnal .Procedure. the aggrieved
party may appeal to his/her representative of the Grievance Committee and. if
deemed necessary, the grievance shall be put in writing Two (2) copies shall be
presented to the Business Manager or his designated representative and one (1)
copy to the Union.
b. Within five (5) work days after the written grievance is presented to him, the
Business Manager or his designated representative shall render a decision in
writing and present it to the aggrieved party, his/her representative and the Union.
c. The Business Manager shall not consider any material or statements offered by or
in behalf of any Party of interest without the knowledge of the aggrieved party or
hislher representative: and if any new material. not in evidence at the infonnal
level is introduced. the aggrieved party shall have any opportunity to respond
before a decision is rendered at this Stage.
Stage 2: Superintendent or his designated representative
a. If the aggrieved and his/her representative are not satisfied with the decision of
the Business Manager or his designated representative.. they shall within five (5)
work days from said decision present the grievance to the Grievance Committee
for consideration.
b. If the Grievance Committee decides that the grievance is valid. a written appeal
shall be filed with the Superintendent of Schools or his designated representative
with a copy to the Union within ten (10) days after the decision of the Business
Manager is received.
c. Within five (5) work days after receipt of the appeal of the decision at Stage I. the
Superintendent or his designated representative shall hold a hearing with the
aggrieved party and the Grievance Committee and all other parties of interest. All
such parties of interest shall be notified of the time and place of the hearing and
shall have an opportunity to present their views.
d. The Superintendent or his designated representative shall render his decision in
writing to the aggrieved with a copy to the Union within ten (10) work days after
the Hearing is held.
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ARTICLE 5: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE (cootld)
F. Formal Procedure (cont'd)
Stage 3: B<;>ardof Education
a. If the aggrieved and the Union are not satisfied with the decision at Stage 2, the
Grievance Committee will file an appeal in writing with the Board of Education with a
copy to the Union within ten (10) work days after the decision is rendered at Stage 2. The
grievance record shall be made available to the Board of Education.
b. Within ten ( 10) work days after receipt of the appeal, the Board of Education shall hold a
hearing with the aggrieved and the Grievance Committee and all other Parties of Interest.
All such parties of interest shall be notified of the time and place of the Hearing and shall
have an opportunity to present their views. The Hearing shall be held in a closed session
of the Board of Education.
c. Within ten (10) work days after the conclusion of the hearing, the Board of Education
shall render the final decision in writing to the aggrieved with a copy to the Union.
ARTICLE 6: SALARIES
Salary 2001-2002: 2002-2003: 2003-2004
Base hourly rates will be increased by 4% in 2001-2002, 4% in 2002-2003 and 3% in
2003-2004 for each year of this agreement except for the step one rates. Step one rates
will be paid for the 52 week probationary period for all post July I, 1998 Board
appointed drivers and food service personnel. Other than rates listed below (in Unit
Agreements), there are no wage increases. All terms become effective July 1,2001 and
end June 30, 2004.
ARTICLE 7: PAID SICK LEAVE TIME
A.
B.
Paid sick leave time shall be granted for non-instructional personnel as follows:
5 days for permanent part-time employees who work 20 hours or less per week
10 days for permanent part-time employees who work every day; 10 days for full- time
10 month employees
11 days for full-time 11 month employees
12 days for full-time 12 month employees
Sick leave shall be credited each year in the following manner:
During the first year of employment with the district, one-half (1/2) of the sick leave days
shall be credited at the beginning (July 1) and the mid-point (February 1) of the work
year.Upon completion of one successful year of employment, the full amount of the
yearly allocation shall be credited on the first work day of each new work year .
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Sick Days Accrued
o -100 No payment
101-150 $21.00 times each day = $1,050
151- 200 $28.00 times each day = $1,400
Maximum pay = $2,450
D.
E.
ARTICLE 7; PAID SICK LEAVE TIME (cont'd)
C. Accumulation of days for future credit shall be computed on June 30 of each year. - ,-
All. yearly unused sick leave shall be allowed to accumulate to a maximum of 200 days.
.
-
In the event of a prolonged illness and having exhausted their accumulated sick leave, a
member of the non-instructional council may petition the Board of Education for
additional days. The Board will consider all requests based upon their review of the
individual's employment record and approve or disapprove the request. It is clearly
understood that this is the sole right of the Board and will not be challenged or amended
by any outside entity.
ARTICLE 8: SEVERANCE PAY
Eligibility Requirements
1. At least fifteen (15) calendar years of service to the East Syracuse-Minoa School District
as non-instructional employees serving as either full-time or regular part-time employees
(employees eligible for sick days).
2.
3.
Letter of resignation two (2) months prior to the effective resignation date.
The above conditions to be waived in the event that the employee passes away while in
active district employment. In such event monies will revert to spouse or estate.
4. If the above requirements are met, the employee is entitled to receive severance pay
based upon the number of sick days accrued as of the effecti ve resignation date. Payment
of this amount will be made within 30 days of the resignation date.
Formula for Computation of Severance Pay
If an employee, eligible for extended dental insurance into retirement, opts to take dental
insurance into retirement, then that employee is not eligible for the severance pay. Employees,
eligible for extended dental insurance into retirement, may opt for either the extended dental
insurance into retirement or the severance pay. Employees are not entitled to receive both
benefits. Those employees not eligible for extended dental insurance into retirement, shall
remain eligible for the severance pay at the time of retirement, based upon accrued sick days.
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ARTICLE 9: PAID PERSONAL LEAVE
A.
13.
Paid personal leave time shall be granted by immediate supervisor, to non-instructional
employees for such reasonable examples of a personal, legal or business nature, when
such occurrence is on a normal working day. Personalleave.cannot be utilized
immediately before andlor after a vacation period or holiday to.extend scheduled scho-ol
vacation(s) andlor holiday(s). A reason need not be stated for the personal absence.
However, the following reasons below shall serve as reasonable examples:
1.
2.
Closing on a house or arranging a mortgage.
Appearance in court.
3.
4.
Reading of a will or pertinent estate settlement.
Yourself, your spouse, son or daughter receiving a graduate degree at an
institution of higher learning.
5.
6.
Death in the immediate family, a near relative, or close friend.
Fire, flood or similar emergency in the home.
7.
8.
Enrollment of a son or daughter at an institution of higher learning.
Birth in the immediate family.
9.
10.
Wedding in the immediate family or as a member of a wedding party.
Meeting with legal counsel.
Member of immediate family is leaving for the armed forces.11.
12. Sickness in the immediate family that necessitates bedside care.
Religious observance.
Exceptions to the above (personal absence) must be applied for by written request directly to the
office of the Director of Personnel.
B.
c.
If it becomes evident that an individual has violated the intent of this provision by
applYing an inappropriate reason to such an absence, this individual shall be charged with
an unauthorized absence for the day in question and the appropriate remuneration will be
deducted. Two (2) such instances of inappropriate use of personal leave shall be grounds
for termination.
Such paid personal leave days shall not exceed a maximum of five (5) days in any given
work year, and shall be credited in the following manner:
One-half (1/2) of the yearly personal time shall be credited at the beginning (July I) and
the mid-point (February 1) of the first year of employment. Upon completion of one
successful year of employment with the district. the full amount of the yearly allocation
shall be credited on the first day of each new work year.
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ARTICLE 9: PAID PERSONAL LEAVE (cont'd)
D. In the event that an.individual is faced with an emergency situation which necessitates the
need for more than the 2-1/2 days he may make a direct request to the Assistant
Superintendent of personnel for the five day maximum or a portion thereof.
E.. Unused personal leave days shall not be cumulative from one year to the next, but will be
added to unused sick leave days at the end of the work year (June 30) and
accumulated toward the maximum of 200 days.
F. Leave for Death in the Immediate Family
In the event that an employee has exhausted his/her sick and personal leave time. the
employee may apply to the Superintendent or his designated representative for up to three
(3) days paid personal leave for death in the immediate family (parent. spouse. or child.
brothers and sisters ).
ARTICLE 10: PAID HOLIDAYS
A. Paid holidays shall be granted to all 10, 11. and 12 month full-time employees.
Permanent part-time employees shall also be granted paid holidays when the holiday falls
on the day the individual is scheduled to work. .
Designated paid holidays for 10, 11, and 12 month full-time employees shall be as
follows:
10 month full-time employees
Labor Day New Year's Day
Columbus Day Martin Luther King Day
. Veterans' Day Lincoln's or Washington'sBirthday
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day Christmas Day
11 month full-time emplovees
Labor Day New Year's Day
Columbus Day Martin Luther King Day
Veterans'Day Lincoln's or Washington's Birthday
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day Christmas Day
July 4th
12 month full-time emplovees
Labor Day New Year's Day
Columbus Day Martin Luther King Day
Veterans'Day Lincoln's or Washington's Birthday
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day Friday following Thanksgiving
July 4th Christmas Day
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ARTICLE 10: PAID HOLIDAYS (cont'd)
B. Ten month employed bus drivers who work beyond the regular .work year driving
reg~larly scheduled summer school runs and for other related summer activities shall be
credited with the paid holiday of July 4th, The additional holiday will be credited to only
those drivers who are assigned to such summer duties.
C. To be paid for a holiday, a person must be present, or constructively present (drawing
sick leave pay), on the day before and the day after the holiday.
D. Eleven (11) month employees whose eleventh month embraces part of two (2) months,
namely July and August, shall earn one (I) month service. This one ( 1 ) month service
(20 work days) shall be credited for any related benefits.
E. Employees who are regularly scheduled five (5) hours a day will have their holiday pay
paid at five (5) hours.
ARTICLE 11: HEALTH INSURANCE
The Council agrees to switch from Statewide Plan to Regionwide Select insurance (except as
provided below) with riders for prescription card and dependent to age 25.
A. HEALTHINSURANCE
The health insurance plan (effective on or before January 1, 1986) will be Regionwide
Select (current administrative plan with stated riders). The Council agrees that the District
has the right to unilaterally change carriers and/or plans under the following conditions:
1. There will be no loss of coverage for any employees (including retirees).
2. There will be no change in the percentages of premium contribution by the District and
the employees.
Health Insurance cost sharing ratios as follows:
Employer*
Inili~~al 00%
Individual and Dependent 90%
Emolovee
10%
10%
Rules and Regulations governing the Health Insurance Plan (Regionwide as of 1/1/86 or
before or its replacement thereafter) will be determined by the ESM Health Insurance
Manual agreed to by the Teachers' Union and, in the event that this main rule book does not
cover a topic, the Statewide Health Insurance Manual in effect on July 1, 1985 will be
utilized (as agreed to by the District and Teachers' Union).
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- ARTICLE 11: HEALTH INSURANCE (cont'd)
B. PRESCRIPTION CO-PAYMENTS
Prescription drug co-payments shall be paid by employees as follo.ws:
2001-2002: $0 mail order/generic drugs
$8 brand name drugs
2002- 2003 $0 mail order/generic drugs
$10 brand name drugs
2003-2004 $0 mail order/generic drugs
$10 brand name drugs
*The same amount of money will be paid by the employer toward the PlIP plan for either the
individual or individual and dependent as is paid on the primary health insurance plan.
ARTICLE 12: DENTAL INSURANCE
A. Effective January 1, 1998, all active employees working and contracted for an annual
salary of at least $9,360 for the 2001-2002 school year, $9,735 for the 2002-2003 school
year and $10,125 for the 2003-2004 school year, shall be eligible for the East Syracuse-
Minoa Central School Dental Program (Booklet dated August 1, 1995). The annual
employee contribution toward the cost of such plan shall be $25 for individual coverage
and $125 for family coverage.
B. Beginning with the 2001-2002 school year, those employees who retire from the East
Syracuse-Minoa Central School District after July 1, 2001, and who have accrued a
balance of sick days will be eligible for extended individual dental insurance coverage
into retirement, according to the following schedule:
75-124 days one (1) additional year of individual dental insurance at a
cost equal to that paid by in-service employees.
125-174 days two (2) additional years of individual dental insurance at a cost
equal to that paid by in-service employees.
175-199 days three (3) additional years of individual dental insurance at a cost
equal to that paid by in-service employees.
200 days five (5) additional years of individual dental insurance at a
cost equal to that paid by in-service employees.
C. Eligible employees, who opt for the extended dental insurance coverage into retirement,
shall not be eligible to receive severance pay.
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ARTICLE 1-3: VISION CARE
Effective July 1,2002, all active employees working and contracted for an annual salary of at
least $9,735 for the 2002-2003 school year, and $10,125 for the 2003-2004 school year, shall be
eligible for the NYSUT Member Benefits Group Vision Plan, Annual 12(12/12 Benefit Cycle!
Designer Vision Plan. The District shall contribute 100% of both the"individual and family
premiums.
ARTICLE 14: RETIREMENT
The 1/60th Non-Contributory Plan of the New York State Employees Retirement System shall
be extended to all non-instructional employees of the district, effective July'"!, 1969.
Those eligible for coverage under this plan are:
1. All employees who are currently members of the New York State Employees
Retirement System.
2. Any employee who files an application for membership in the New York State
Employees Retirement System.
ARTICLE 15: JURY DUTY
In the event that any employee is required to serve as a juror at a time when he/she would be
normally performing duties as a district employee. said employee will not lose any salary nor be
assessed with any personal leave days. The basic stipend received for each day of jury duty (less
. any expense monies) will be given to the district.
ARTICLE 16: LABOR MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
During the school year a labor management meeting will be held once a month in food service
and transportation to discuss work related problems. A union representative, the department
supervisor head and two designees of the supervisor and three employees designated by the
Union will be present at such meetings. .
ARTICLE 17: MANDATED MEETINGS
Except for all state and federally mandated meetings, employees shall be paid for attendance at
the followi.ng mandatory meetings held after the employee's normal work day:
Right to Know Training
Departmental Meetings
Food Service In-Charge Meetings
Employees shall receive a minimum of one (1) hour's pay for attendance at these meetings.
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ARTICLE 18: CONCLUSION
We the undersigned accept all terms of the foregoing agreement, effective July 1, 2001 "through
June 30, 2004.
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS -
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT IT'S
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIA TE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN ITS APPRO VAL."
~...,(
School District Representative
ell'l/ () I
, ,
Date
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A.
4. .
EAST SYRACUSE-MINOA CENTRAL SCHOOLS
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL AGREEMENT
FOOD SERVICE HANDLERS: LOCAL 200-8.S.E.I.U.
GENERAL TERMS
Work DayfWork Year
1. All food service employees will be remunerated at their regular hourly rate for
those scheduled hours worked on days when their respective units are in
operation.
2. The number of hours to be worked will be determined by the administration.
However, a person's hours may be changed once during a school year (September-
June). However, in special circumstances, a worker may have hislher hours
changed a second time but said worker must be informed in writing of the reasons
for such a change, at least ten
(10) calendar days before the change takes place. Notices of any changes in work
schedules will be sent to employees no later than August lOth of each year.
3. Food service employees are considered 10 month, full time employees and
recei ve paid holidays, paid sick leave and paid personal leave as outlined in the
non-instructional council Agreement. If a food service employee shows a pattern
of abuse (e.g. Monday and Friday absences) or outright abuse, the immediate
supervisor may require the employee to provide a doctor's excuse for further
absences. If an employee fails to produce a doctor's excuse, s(he) shall be
charged with an unauthorized absence for the day in question and the appropriate
remuneration shall be deducted. Two (2) such instances of abuse of sick leave,
with failure to provide a doctor's excuse, shall result in an unauthorized absence
for the day, with the appropriate remuneration deducted, and a letter of reprimand
shall be placed in the employee's personnel file. A third such abuse of sick leave,
without a doctor's excuse, shall result in a two week suspension without pay. A
fourth such occurrence will result in termination. Suspension will carry over into
the next school year in the event that the current year has ended.
Whenever school is closed, but was originally scheduled to be in session, food
service employees will not be required to report for work and will suffer no loss in
pay. However, employees will not be paid for time worked in excess of the
normal work year. When schools have half-day sessions due to parent-teacher
conferences or any other function, a regular contract employee will have priority
to work over substitutes. A sign-up sheet will be posted.
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GENERAL TERMS.(cont'd)
A. Work DaylWork Year (cont'd)
B.
c.
4.
5 After the last day of a food service employee's regular work year as defined by
the District, the employee will be entitled to paid sick leave time under the
following conditions. The employee may use sick leave which has been
accumulated, but not yet used, as outlined in Artic~e 7 of the non-instructional
Agreement. Sick leave may be used in cases of documented illness or disability
which are continuing (employee out on medical leave at least five consecutive
days prior to end of contractual work year), or which require_hospitalization or an
outpatient surgical procedure. Sick leave may not be used for matters which can
be scheduled outside of the employee's working hours or work days (e.g., elective
surgery or diagnostic procedures). The District, when reasonable, may request
medical documentation, and it reserves unto itself the right to assess penalties as
outlined in Section I.S.3 (General Terms) of the Food Service Unit Agreement.
Unauthorized Absences
For each unauthorized absence for salaried employees, deductions will be based on the
number of hours the employee would have worked had he/she. been present.
Vacancies
1. When a vacancy or newly created position occurs within the unit of food service
employees, the position shall be adequately publicized so that other members of
the unit of food service employees may assess the position and make application
for same. Applicants shall be considered and final recommendations for
appointment shall be made by the Business Manager or his designated
representati ve.
2. When a vacancy or newly created position occurs within the unit of food service
employees, any individual who has been excessed due to a reduction in the work
force will receive written notification that such a position is available. When an
individual refuses to accept a position or does not respond to said notice on two
occasions, the district will no longer be required to provide that individual with
written notification.
3. Vacancies created by individuals leaving the employ of the school district, or
transfeITing from one school to another, shall be filled as soon as practicable,
when in fact the position continues to be deemed necessary .
It is understood that the designated supervisor/cook/manager may transfer all staff
members in the unit to any position in the District on a temporary basis. In
addition, he/she may transfer personnel to positions which are lower paid or have
reduced hours at any time. Students may be assigned to work-study positions.
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II.
A.
B.
GENERAL TERMS (cont'd)
D. Layoffs
When it becomes necessary to reduce the work force of regular. food service employees,
such employees shall be laid off on the basis of seniority, ability, and past performance.
E. Length of Service/Sick Leave Notice
By October 15 of each year, each food service employee will receive a written statement
specifying the number of years and/or months of uninterrupted service and the number of
accumulated sick days to his/her credit as of the last day of work of the preceding school
year.
F. Transfer and Promotion
Transfer or promotions will be according to seniority and job performance. If any
employee in Food Service disagrees with reassignment, the employee can request a
meeting with the designated supervisor/cook/manager and the Union representative in an
effort to correct the problem.
If no resolution is reached, the matter will be referred to the Superintendent who retains
the sole prerogati ve in making the final determination.
WAGES AND RELATED ITEMS.
Banquet Pay
A food service employee who works at banquets held in the evenings, holidays,
Saturdays or Sundays will be paid at hislher regular hourly rate. For special functions,
those interested employees will sign up on an eligibility list. All food service employees
are eligible to sign up for special functions.
Central Kitchen Staff
1 Employees working in the central kitchen will receive five cents ($.05) per hour
above their regular hourly rate.
2. The Cook in Charge Central Kitchen will receive an additional forty-five ($.45)
cents per hour after four (4) years of continuous service in the position. A
substitute for the cook in charge of central kitchen will receive an additional
twenty ($.20) cents per hour of work.
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D. Salary Schedule
Step 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
1. Helpers 1 $9.35 $9.45 $9.55
(after 52 wks probation) 2 $12.94 $13.46 $13.86
2. Cooks 1 $10.85 $10.95 $11.05
(after 52 wks probation) 2 $13.94 $14.50 $14.93
. .
WAGES AND RELATED ITEMS (cont'd)
C. Food Service Helper IT
1. A Food Service Helper n (Lady in Charge) will receiveOtwenty-five ($.25) cents
per hour above their regular hourly rate for 2001-2004.
2. Any food service employee who substitutes for another food service employee in
a higher classified position, shall receive the pay of the higher classified position
for times worked in that higher classification.
3. Food Service Salad (Central High School only) Lady will be remunerated in the
same manner and amount as Food Service Helper IT.
Salaries for 2001-2004 are derived from Union Agreement.
E. All appointed food service employees will be compensated $25.00 shoe allowance every
two years with proof of purchase. In addition, all appointed food service employees will
be compensated $25.00 work pants allowance, every year, with proof of purchase.
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The provisions of this Agreement shall be effective July 1, 2001 and shall remain in full force
and effect until June 30, 2004 and all terms are hereby settled.
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF TIllS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS llvIPLEMENT A
.
-
TION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTil.. THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN ITS APPROVAL."
1i~ t1.~
School District Representative
c 1200 United S.E.I.U. Representative
Date
7' / t.f/ () /
I
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c.
EAST SYRACUSE-MINOA CENTRAL SCHOOL
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL EMPLOYEES AGREI~MENT
I.
A.
BUS DRIVERS AND TRANSPORTATION AIDES*: LOCAL 200-B S.E.I.U.
BUS DRIVERS
The bus driver manual as published by the Department Supervisor is to be the guide for
all school bus drivers in the East Syracuse-Minoa Central School District. It is the
responsibility of each driver, either regular, substitute or part time, to be familiar with the
contents of this manual and to proceed according to the contents as written. Each driver
wiH recei ve a copy of the manual at the time of employment.
A bus driver shaH have the right, subject to applicable laws and Board of
Education policies, to participate in political action of his community, 10caHy,
statewide, or nationaHy; to be involved actively in matters of the school district in
which he is a resident or in which his children are registered; and to exercise in all
ways his rights and privileges as a citizen.
B. Definitions
a. Full-time Regular Employee (Class I) shaH be an individual employed on a forty
(40) hour per week basis, eight (8) hours per day, five (5) days per week, Monday
through Friday. This category will have no less than twelve (12) drivers. This
provision applies only to drivers who were Board appointed prior to January 1,
1983. Any increase in this number of full-time regular drivers shall be detennined
by the Department Supervisor in accordance with specific needs.
b. Part-time Regular Employee (Class II) shall be an individual employed to drive
assigned routes (A.M. and P.M.) requiring at least twenty-five (25) hours per
week (as described above). Noon routes and other regularly scheduled assigned
routes will not be included in this category .
c. Part-time Hourly Driver (Class ill) shall be an individual employed for less than
twenty..five (25) hours per week and any other individual who cannot qualify for
either of the aforementioned categories.
d. Anyone employed over five (5) hours per day or a total of twenty (20) hours per
week (Monday through Friday) in any other employment cannot drive in excess
of twenty-five (25) hours per week for the district.
This section applies only to drivers Board appointed post July 1.1984
1. Full-time Regular Employee (Class I) shall be an individual employed up
to a forty (40) hour week with a minimum assigned time of thirty-five (35)
hours per week. In general, work time shall be divided as much as possible
over five days per week, Monday through Friday.
* Transportation Aides not covered by any section of contract except for I.D.
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BUS DRIvERS-AGREEMENT (cont'd)
II.
A.
B.
C.
D.
This section avplies only to drivers Board appointed post July 1.1984 (cont'd)
2. Part-time Regular Employee (Classll) shall be an individual employed to drive
routes (A.M. and P.M.) requiring at least twenty-two and one-half (22.5) hours of
assigned work time per week. Noon routes and other regularly scheduled assigned
routes will not be included in this category.
3. Part-time Hourly Driver (Class ill) shall be an individual "employed for less than
twenty-two and one-half (22.5) hours per week and any other individual who
cannot qualify for either of the aforementioned categories. Anyone employed over
five (5) hours per day or a total of twenty (20) hours per week (Monday through
Friday) in any other employment cannot drive in excess of twenty-two and one-
half (22.5) hours per week for the district.
Aides in the employ of the District as of January 1, 1986 will recei ve the same percentage
annual increase over their 1985-1986 hourly rate as drivers for each year of the
Agreement. In addition, January 1, 1986 aides will retain the same benefits that were in
effect for them prior to January 1, 1986.
Aides hired post January 1, 1986 will come to an Agreement with the District as to their
starting pay and receive the same annual percentage increase as other members of the unit
thereafter. Benefit levels will be determined by the employee and District at time of hire.
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER RESPONSIBILITIES
A copy of all known rules and regulations to which drivers are to adhere shall be made
available by the Department Supervisor.
The safe transportation of students to and from their points of destination is the foremost
responsibility of a school bus driver; therefore, the driver's evaluation as to the safety of
the bus to be driven shall be considered and a determination made whether or not the
vehicle shall be driven.
III. ROUTES AND BUS ASSIGNMENTS
A. Routes
1." Full route descriptions will be posted in the garage no later than the second full
week in August and assignments will be made no later than the third full week in
August. On these route descriptions, except for the routes of handicapped
students, the time 'out' and 'in' will be posted for both A.M. and P. M. routes. The
foregoing will not be relevant in the event of an austerity program. If total driving
time is increased due to an adjustment in the route, the driver shall be
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m~ ROUTES AND BUS ASSIGNMENTS (cont'd)
2.
compensated accordingly as long as the driver is driving more than eight hours
(Class I) or more than five hours (Class II).
Each driver will be notified to select his/her 'package route' according to
placement on the seniority list. All 8 hour drivers will have a choice of late runs
along with theit regular P.M. routes; selection of separately posted late runs will
be chosen by seniority.
3. Every effort will be made to keep eight (8) hour routes constant. Any changes that
must be mad~ shall be determined by the Department SuperVisor. Such changes
shall be discussed with the driver(s) concerned. If the Supervisor deems it
necessary to make an additional assignment to an eight (8) hour package route,
the addition shall be made within the confines of the originally scheduled work
day. Any other additional driving shall be assigned to a part-time regular driver on
a seniority basis and such additional driving will be compensated accordingly.
4. During a driver's regular scheduled work day, drivers not driving on assigned
routes may be assigned a special run at the direction of the Department
Supervisor.
5. On a scheduled deviation from the school day (such as a one-half (1/2) day.
closing for a workshop or similar activity), drivers will be responsible for their
regular assigned routes.
6. Drivers of vehicles transporting primanly restricted students shall be allowed to
bid on similar jobs as they become available. If such an assignment becomes
available and is not filled by such a driver, all other drivers may bid and be
considered for the assignment by the Department Supervisor. If two applicants are
. equally qualified, seniority will be the determiningfactor.
7. All drivers taking scheduled bus runs shall be required to report fifteen ( 15)
minutes before their departure time to see that their buses are properly checked
according to the Bus Driver Manual. On return to the bus garage from their
completed run. each driver will receive fifteen ( 15) minutes to clean his/her bus.
This pertains to A.M. and p.M. runs; each driver shall be compensated for this
time. Each driver is expected to leave his/her bus clean. with at least one-half
(1/2) tank of gas and parked in its proper position within the compound.
8. Every effort will be made to inform drivers of special difficulties of particular
youngsters so that drivers may be aware of the needs of children in order to best
assist them. This will be done within the limits of the privacy act and laws
involving the Family Privacy Act.
9. In the event that Class I runs need to be added during the first two months of
school, the District shall have the right to assign late runs of the least senior Class
II drivers to the newly created Class I runs.
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III. ROUTES AND BUS ASSIGNMENTS (cont'd)
B.
6.
7.
Extra Trip Assignments
1. When a driver is called in to choose his/her run. he/she will complete a form
requesting extra trips. These driver requests will be pl~ced on two lists. These lists
shall be developed according to seniority. All regular full time drivers without
noon driving responsibilities and part-time regular drivers shall be eligible for
both lists.
a. the field trip list -those trips that are within the school day
the sport trip list -those trips outside the school day
Class I, IT,ill drivers eligible for both lists
b.
c.
2. Drivers refusing an extra trip will go the bottom of the list unless trip is to be
made on day of request.
Three (3) refusals in a row on the field trip or sport trip list will result in the
individual's name being removed from such list.
3. No drivers will be removed from a regularly assigned route to take an extra trip
unless deemed necessary by the Department Supervisor. When such an
assignment becomes necessary, driver selection shall be made from the sport trip
list on a rotating basis.
4. Any trip in excess of sixty (60) miles in one direction shall be assigned by the
Department Supervisor on a rotating basis according to seniority and
qualifications. The sports trip list shall be utilized.
Trips running in whole or in part concuITently with regularly assigned runs which
are not field or sports trips will be posted and whenever possible selection of
available drivers will be based upon seniority.
5. All summer sports trips, field trips, and regularly scheduled summer runs will be
assigned from a sign-up sheet posted in the driver's room. Drivers interested in
any summer driving must sign the sheet if interested in summer work by June 21.
Selection from this list will then be based upon rotating seniority (three refusals in
a row). In the event that summer drivers are unable to drive such extra summer
trips, all other drivers in the unit shall be given the opportunity to drive such trips.
All extra runs, known to exist, shall be listed for the week. Notice will be posted
on Thursday of the preceding week for such extra runs and drivers will be
selected from the field trip list or sport'trip list, whichever applies.
In the event that a sports trip is split (driver does not remain at event), said driver
will be compensated a minimum of three (3) hours for the first portion and a
minimum of three (3) hours for the second portion of the trip.
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B.
C.
D.
V.
VI.
A.
B.
IV. SENIORITY RATING
A. Seniority for both regular run drivers and special education run drivers will be based on
the driver's anniversary date, which will be the date of his/her appointment by the Board
of Education. Special Education run drivers will select runs based upon date of hire
seniority for school year and summer driving.
Drivers with the oldest anniversary date will be placed in descending order on this list. In
the case of more than one driver having the same anniversary date. they shall be placed
on the list according to the amount of substitute driving time served in the East Syracuse-
Minoa District.
Exceptions -DriverS of buses caITying handicapped (exceptional) children will be
assigned by the Department Supervisor, in accordance with the criteria established in the
Side Letter of Agreement between the Union and the District.
The Department Supervisor will make every effort to havethe same driver for morning
and afternoon routes. Changes that might affect this should be brought to the attention of
the Department Supervisor not later than October 1st.
A labor management committee will be established, consisting of a total of six (6)
representatives (3 representatives from the bus drivers' bargaining unit and 3
representatives from administration) to discuss, review and make recommendations
regarding the issue of seniority lists for both regular run drivers and special education run
drivers
INSERVICE TRAINING
Inservice training shall be made available to all district bus drivers at no cost to the
drivers. These training sessions shall be in accordance with all State and Federal
regulations.
WAGES AN1[)RELATED MATTERS
Wages
1. Step 1 $16.65 (first 52 weeks of probationary period)
Step 2 $21.62
2001- 2002
2002-2003 Step 1 $16.75 (first 52 weeks of probationary period)
Step 2 $22.48
3.' 2003-2004 Step 1 $16.85 (first 52 weeks of probationary period)
Step 2 $23.16
2.
Related Matters
1. New salary rates shall be effective 7/1/01.
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. VI. WAGES AND RELATED MATTERS (cont'd)
B. Related Matters (cont'd)
6.
2. The work week for drivers shall not exceed forty (40) hours of work which will be
compensated on a straight time basis. Time and one-half will be paid for those.
work hours in excess of forty (40) hours in a given week. However, if time is lost
during the regular work week for any absence, the overtime pay will not prevail
until forty (40) hours has been exceeded for the week. In addition, the overtime
rate (time and one-halt) shall be paid for all work in excess of eight (8) hours per
day.
a. Additional driving assignments which are of a temporary nature (one-time
assignments) shall be determined by the Department Supervisor according'
to seniority. A driver shall not be denied such a temporary assignment
based upon overtime compensation.
3.
Whenever a driver (Class I, n, and ill) drives on Saturday or Sunday, time
and one-half will be paid when the driver has had no absenteeism for the
prior week.
Drivers of buses carrying primarily handicapped children wiU receive $.15 per
hour above their regular hourly rate on the salary schedule. Compensation at this
rate will be only for hours actually driving special education students.
b.
4. Drivers will not be required to report on days that schools are closed but were
originally scheduled to be in session. Full-time regular and part-time regular
drivers will not lose pay in such instances, but will not receive pay in excess of
their contractual work year .
5. Part-time hourly drivers will be paid only for the hours worked, as indicated on
previously approved time cards. Paychecks of those drivers in this category shall
be held back for two (2) weeks.
Drivers shall provide themselves with sufficient funds for all current expenses
related to appropriate field and/or sports trips. Reimbursable expenses will be
those actual and essential in the performance of official duties, in accordance with
the following:
a. Toll fees and parking fees are allowable for reimbursement upon
presentation of the proper receipts.
b. When a group being transported on a field trip and/or sports trip, has a
planned stop for a meal(s), the driver assigned to such a trip will be
reimbursed for meal expense not to exceed $3.00 for breakfast, $4.00 for
lunch and $6.00 for dinner.
c. Personal expenses must be borne by the individual and will be non-
reimbursable.
d.
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VI. WAGES AND RELATED MATTERS (cont'd)
B. Related Matters (cont 'd)
7. Dri vers shall be paid according to work time as recorded on their time cards for
sports trips that do not exceed one day. For those trips that exceed one (1) day: the
Department Supervisor, upon review with the driver shall determine any hours in
excess of eight (8) per day which will be allowable for compensation.
8. Every effort will be made to assign routes that require a minimum pay time of
2-1/2 hours for the A.M. and 2-1/2 hours for the P.M. and 2 ~ours per
kindergarten and extra regularly scheduled runs.
9. . For extra driving on field trips, sports trips and other trips not regularly scheduled
and assigned, drivers are to be paid their regular rate of pay. This will apply to
summer driving as such jobs are determined. In the event of the cancellation of a
sports trip and the driver assigned is not notified of the cancellation at least one
hour prior to the scheduled trip, said driver shall receive two hours of
compensation, or else waive the two hours compensation and be eligible for the
next unassigned trip for which he is eligible.
In the event that a field trip previously scheduled is canceled, drivers must be
notified within one hour prior to the scheduled time for that trip. In the event that
the driver is not available for notification one hour or more before this scheduled
time, notification will be made by punching the time card and writing a note
"canceled". In the event that timely notification does not occur, the driver may
elect to be paid one hour's compensation or else waive the compensation and be
assigned to the next unassigned field trip.
10. Summer bus drivers (July 1 to August 31) will be chosen according to the
seniority list.
11. Deductions from an individual's pay for an unauthorized absence will be an
amount equal to the regular daily rate of each such day. This shall apply to full-
time regular and part-time regular drivers only. Drivers will be notified of such
action.
12. In the event a driver believes that there has been an error in the assignment of
extra driving, he/she shall notify the Department Supervisor as soon as possible.
13. When it becomes necessary to reduce the work force of regular full-time and
regular part-time drivers, such individuals will be laid-off on the basis of
seniority, considering ability and perfonnance. Individuals shall be recalled in
order of the lay-off.
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VII. SICK AND PERSONAL DAY PROCEDURES
The Department Supervisor shall direct a driver to obtain a doctor's excuse at any time if
there is a question as to their ability to drive their assigned run. In addition, bus drivers
are considered 10month, full time employees and receive paid holidays, paid sick leave
and paid personal leave as outlined in the Non-Instructional Agreement. If a bus driver
shows a pattern of abuse (e.g. Monday and Friday absences) or outright abuse, the
immediate supervisor may require the employee to provide a doctor's excuse for further
absences. If an employee fails to produce a doctor's excuse, (s)he shall be charged with
an unauthorized absence for the day in question and the appropriate"remuneration shall be
deducted. Two such instances of abuse of sick leave, with failure to provide a doctor's
excuse, shall result in an unauthorized absence for the day, with the appropriate
remuneration deducted, and a let~erof reprimand shall be placed in the employee's
personnel file. A third such abuse of sick leave, without a doctor's excuse, shall result in
a two-week suspension without pay. A fourth such occurrence will result in termination.
Suspension will carry over into the next school year in the event that the current year has
ended.
VIII. NOTIFICA TION OF ABSENCE
Notification of absence must be received in the Transportation Department, by the
Dispatcher, at least one (1) hour before the bus driver's scheduled run, in order to be
eligible for any compensation for that time.
IX. CONCLUSION
The provisions of this Agreement shall be effective July 1,2001 and shall remain in full
force and effect until June 30, 2004.
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIA TE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN ITS APPROVAL."
200 United S.E.I.U. Representative
Date
Cj/'1 Iv;, ,
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